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This paper deals with three generalizations of threshold graphs to hypergraphs proposed by 
M. Ch. Golumbic. Answering a question of M. Ch. Golumbic we show that these three 
definitions are not equivalent. The main results of the paper are Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 which 
characterize hypergraphs satisfying the most general of above definitions. 
1. Introduction 
Threshold graphs were introduced by V. Chvfital and P.L. Hammer [1] as the 
graphs with the following property: an undirected graph G =(V, E) is called 
threshold if there exists assignment of integer values c(v) to vertices and integer 
threshold t such that X c V is stable (no two vertices are adjacent in G) if and 
only if c(x )  <<- t. 
The paper of Chv~tal and Hammer  also contains an integer-linear- 
programming motivation for above definition. Another application, which con- 
cerns synchronizing parallel processes was suggested by Henderson and Zalstein 
[4], see also [7]. The following gives a characterization f threshold graphs: 
Theorem L1  ([1], see also [2, 3D. The following are equivalent: 
(1) O = (V, E) is threshold; 
(2) There exists a (positive integer) labeling C of V and an (integer) threshold t
such that {x, y}~E if and only if C(x)+ C(y)> t; 
(3) For x, y ~ V define x <~ y if {x, z} ~ E implies {y, z} ~ E for any z ~ V-{x ,  y}. 
Then for all x, y ~ V either x <~ y or y <- x or both; 
(4) G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to 2KE, P4 or (74 (see Fig. 1). 
In [3] Golumbic proposed to extend the notion of threshold graph and to 
investigate threshold hypergraphs. This appears to be quite natural, especially 
with respect o synchronizing parallel procx~ses motivation of threshold graphs, 
see also [3, 4]. The aim of our paper is to present some contribution concerning 
the structure of threshold hypergraphs. 
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Fig. 1. 
2. Threshold hypergraphs 
In an analogy with Theorem 1.1, Golumbic [3] proposed to study the following 
properties of hypergraphs. Let (V, E) be a finite r-hypergraph (i.e. V is a finite set 
and E is a collection of subsets of V, each of size r). Consider the following 
properties: 
(T1) There exists a (positive integer) labeling c of V and a (positive integer) 
threshold t such that, for all subsets X c V, X contains a member of E if and only 
if F x xC(X)>t. 
(T2) There exists a (positive integer) labeling c' of V and an (integer) threshold 
t' such that for all subsets A c V of size r, A ~ E if and only if ~x~A C'(X)> t'. 
(T3) For x, y ~ V define x << y if x can be replaced by y in any hyperedge 
(member of E). That is: if for any {xl, xz, . . . ,x, ._ l}~[V-{x,y}] "-~, 
{x, xa , . . . ,  x,_l} ~ E implies {y, x~, . . . ,  x,_~} e E. Then for all x, y e V either x << y 
or y << x or both. 
The implications ('1"1) ::~ (Tz) ::> (.'I'3) are obvious and Theorem 1.1 implies that 
the reversed implications hold for r = 2. The problem whether they hold for r ~> 3 
is formulated in [3]. In [6] we outlined examples of hypergraphs showing that 
neither (T2)~ (Tt) nor (T3)=>(T2) holds and thus that the structure of 'threshold 
hypergraphs' is much less clear than that of threshold graphs. Here we give some 
more detailed description of those examples and show that they disprove the 
above implications. Then we focus our attention to the most general of the classes 
(T~), i = 1, 2, 3, namely to (T3). We show that similarly as in the ease r = 2 we can 
characterize such hypergraphs in terms of finitely many forbidden configurations 
and that one can also find certain threshold functions, different f~om those 
considered in (7"1) and (Tz), which characterize such hypergraphs. We start with 
the following. 
Example 2.1 ((T9 does not imply (T1) for r>~3). Consider r-hypergraphs H~= 
({ -m, -m+l , . . . ,m- l ,m},E~)  where E~={{xl,  x2,. . . ,x,}l~___lx~>0 } are 
T2-universal in the following sense: if H=(V,  E) is an r-hypergraph with (T2), 
then H is isomorphic to an induced subhypergraph o f  H~ for some m. By the 
preceding remark it suffices to show that H~ has not the property (T1) for any 
• > 2 and some m = rn~ We will, in fact, show this for • = 3 with m = 7 and using 
this fact we get the general result. 
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For a given m >~ 3, consider the following r-hypergraph with vertex set V of 
cardinality r + 12, V = {vt, v2 , . . . ,  v,-3, -7 ,  -6 , . . . ,  0 , . . . ,  6, 7} and the edge set 
Er -~- ({V l ,  . • . ,  "Or--3}U{X1, X2, X3}[ ~i----13 X~ >0}. It is easy to verify that (V, E,) has 
the property (T2)--it sttttices to define a mapping c': V---~N (NI is a set of positive 
integers) by 
c'(v) = ~100r 
1.1) 
if v =vi, i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  r -3 ,  
if re{ -7 , . . . ,7}  
and set t '= 100r(r -3) .  
Suppose now that (V, F_~) has the Tt-property and consider the mapping c and 
the threshold t from the above definition. Set x = 7~;:~ c(vi). Thus any X c V 
contains an edge of E if and only if ~x  c(v)> t. So 
x + c(-7)  + c(0) + c(7) ~< t
but 
x + c( -7)  + c(-6)  + c(0) + c(7) > t 
and hence c( -6)  > 0. 
Further 
x + c( -2)  + c(-1) + c(0) + c(1) ~< t
while 
x + c(-2)  + c(-1) + c(4) > t 
and hence c(4) > c(0) + c(1). 
Combining the above inequalities we get 
t <c(O)+c(1)+c(2)+ x < c(4) + c(2) + x 
< c(4) + c(2) + c(-6)  + x <~t, 
a contradiction. 
Example 2.2 ((7"3) does not imply (T0 for r ~> 3). First we give a few remarks 
concerning T3-hypergraphs. Let H= (V, E) be an r-hypergraph. We say that 
E '  c E, E '  # ¢ is a system of generators of H if there exists a linear ordering < of 
V such that 
(e ={xz, . . . ,  X~}E ) ¢:~ (=le' ={x~, . . . ,  x'}~U')Q4i = 1, . . . ,  r)(x~< x~). 
Using the above notation we may characterize T3-hypergraphs as follows: An 
r-hypergraph H = (V, E) satisfies (T3) if and only if it has a system of generators. 
Obviously, if H satisfies (T3) then we set E '  = E. The ordering < is such that it is 
contained in <<. If E '  is a system of generators of H then the ordering < is 
contained in << and so for all x, y ~ V either x << y or y << x or both. Hence H 
satisfies (T3). 
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In our example we shall restrict to r= 3 only. The general result would 
immediately follow, similarly as in the previous example, by adding r -  3 vertices 
and enlarging every edge by these points. It can be shown quite easily that every 
T3-hypergraph having a system of generators with only one generator has also the 
T2-property. Consider now the T3-3-hypergraph with nine vertices Vl<< v2 << 
• "" << v9 and with the system of generators E '  ={{vt, v4, v9}, {v2, vs, v7}} (see 
Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. 
We will show that this hypergraph fails to have the property (T2). Suppose that 
there exists a mapping c': {vx, . . . ,  v9}--~ N and an integer threshold t' such that 
c'(vi,)+c'(v~)+c'(vi)>t' if and only if {vi,, vi2, v JeE.  Set 
¢'(Vl) = Yl, mi l l  {C'(1)2), C'(V3)}---- Y2, 
c'(v4) = Y3, rain {c'(1)5) , c'(v6) }- -  Y4 ,  
rain {c'(vT), c'(vs)} = Y5, c'(Vg) = Y6- 
As {vl, Va, Vg} and {v2, v5, vT} are elements of E we have 
Y l+ Y3+Y6> t, 
Y2+ y4 + Y5 > t. 
The triples {v4, v5, v6}, 
get them by increasing 
y3+ y4+ y4<~t, 
Y2+ y2+ y6<~t, 
Yl+ys+ys~<t,  
(1) and (4) implies 
Y3-- Y2 > Y2-- Yl- 
(2) and (3) implies 
Y5 -- Y4 > Y3 -- Y2- 
(2) and (5) implies 
Y2-- Yl > Y5 -- Y4- 
Thus we get 
(8) (7) (6) 
Y2-- Yl > Y5 -- Y4 > Y3 -- Y2 > Y2-- Yl, 
(1) 
(2) 
{V2, 1)3, 1)9} , {Vl, 1)7, 1)8} are not elements of E (we cannot 
indices of generators) and thus we have 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
a contradiction. 
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Now we shall present some results concerning the structure of hypergraphs with 
property (T3). Let us start with the following definitions: 
Dermilion 2.3. Let H = (V, E) be an r-hypergraph. A forbidden conliguration in 
H is a finite sequence of not necessarily distinct vertices xt, x2 , . . . ,  x, y~, Y2, 
. . . ,  y,; xl ¢{y2 , . . . ,  Y,}, Y l¢{xz, . . - ,  x,} in V such that {x~, x2 , . . . ,  x,}~E, 
{y~,..., yr}~ E, {X~, Y2,---, yr}¢E, {y~, X2,..-, Xr}9~E. 
Defmltion 2.4. Let H=(V,  E) be an r-hypergraph. Let Do , . . .  ,Din be the 
degree partition of V, i.e. UT'=0 D~ = V and for every x, y ~ V, d(x) = d(y) (d(x) is 
a degree of a vertex x, that is, the number of edges containing the vertex x) if and 
only if x, y e Di for some i, 
Do = {x ~ V l d(x) = 0} 
and x ~ Di, y ~ D i, i <~ ] implies d(x) <~d(y). 
Denote 
x,_d  [VI I ,x _d is 
contained in no edge of/-/}, 
E~ = {{xt, x2,. •. ,  x,_t} ~ [ V] "-11 i is the biggest 
integer such that there exists xo~D,,,_~+t 
with {Xo, • . . ,  x~-l}~ E}. 
Then (~, ~) = ({Do,. . . ,  Din}, {Eo,. •. ,  F_~}) is called canonical partition of H. 
"llaeorem 2.5. Let H = (V, E) be an r-hypergraph and (~, ~) = ({Do,. . . ,  D,,}, 
{Eo, • • •, F_~}) its canonical partition. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) H is a T3-hypergraph ; 
(ii) H does not contain any forbidden configurations; 
('fii) For {Xo,.. . ,  g,-1}~ [ V]', {Xo,. •. ,  g,-1}~ E if and only if k + s > m where k., s 
are integers determined by Xo~ Dk, {x l , . . . ,  x~_~}~ Es. 
~oot .  (i) ==> (ii): Suppose that H has (7"3) but contains a forbidden configuration 
x1, x2,. - "  , ~ Yl,- . - ,  Yr- Then neither xl << Yt nor yl << xx; a contradiction. 
(ii) ==> (i): Suppose that H has not (I"3). So, there are vertices x, y in V such that 
neither x << y nor y<< x. That is, there are {x l , . . . ,  x,_t} and {Yt,---, Yr-1} such 
that {x, xx , . . . ,  x~_t}~E, {y, x t , . . . ,  x~_~}¢E and {y, y~, . . . ,  y,_t}~ E, 
{x, y l , . . . , y r_ l}¢E ,  where x¢{y~,...,y~_~} and y¢{xl , . . . ,x~_l}.  Then x, 
x l , . . . ,  x~_a, y, y~, . . . ,  y,_~ form a forbidden configuration. 
(i) ~ Ctii): Let H have T3-property. We claim x<< y iff d(x)~d(y) ,  hdee.d, let 
F~ be the set of all B~[V~ -~ with BN{x,  Y}=0 such that BU{x}~E and let F~ 
be the set defined analogously. 
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If x<<y, then clearly F_~cF_~ and thus d(x)=l l+l{CEEl{x y}=C)l  
I I+I{C E I{x, y}= C}I= d(y). 
On the other hand if x << y does not hold, then F_~ ~: F. v but due to (T3), y << x 
and thus F_. v = F_~ which implies < I 1. Thus we have analogously as above 
d(y)<d(x). 
Now let {Xo, X l , . . . ,  ~-~}~[VI' ,  x0~D~, {Xl,..., Let {x0, . . . ,  x~_~}E 
E. As x0E Dk = D,,_o,,_k+x)+l, then by the definition of E~, s >t m- /c  + 1 and so 
k + s > m. If {Xo, • • •, X~_l}~ E then {x, x~, . . . ,  x,-1}~ E for all x << x0, i.e. for all x 
with d(x) <~ d(xo) and hence, in other words, for all x ~ Do U D~ U • • • t_J Dk. Thus, 
by the definition of E~ we have s < m-  k + 1, i.e. /¢ + s ~< m. 
('tii) :~ (i): Let H satisfy ('tii). Let x, y E V, x E Dk, Y E Dv Suppose k ~< l, then for 
every {x~,...,x,_~}ElV-{x,y}l "-~, where {xl , . . . ,x ,_ l}EE~ we get that 
{x,x~, . . . ,X ,_ l}EE implies (by ('tii)) k+s>m and hence also l+s>m.  Thus, 
again by ('fii), {y, x~, . . . ,  x,_I}EE which implies x << y. Analogously l <~/c implies 
y << x and thus we have always either x << y or y << x or both. [] 
Note that it follows from the above theorem that hypergraphs with (T3) are 
determined by two threshold functions f~, f, defined on V and on [V] "-1 
respectively and by a threshold t: 
fo(x)  = k 
fe (X l , . . . ,  Xr_I)=S 
t=rn .  
if xEDk,  
if {X l , . . .  , Xr_I}E Us, 
The converse is also true, i.e. the following holds: 
Theorem 2.6. Let H=(V,E)  be an r-hypergraph. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) H has property (7"3); 
(ii) There are integer valued functions f~ on V and f, on IV] "-1 and an integer 
threshold t' such that for {xo,... ,x~-~}E[V]', {x0, . . . ,x~_~}~E if and only if 
f~ (Xo) + f, (x l , . . . ,  x,_l) > t'. 
][~oot. (i)::> (ii) is established by the preceding remark. 
Suppose that (ii) is true and x, yE V. Suppose further f~(x)<-.-.f~(y). Then for 
every {x l , . . . ,X , _ l}E[V-{x ,y}]  "-1, fo(x)+f,(xx, . . . ,g,_~)>t'  implies f~(y)+ 
re(x1,... ,X ,_ l )>t '  and thus x<<y. Analogously, if f~ (y) <--- f~ (x) then y<<x. Thus 
either x << y or y << x or both. [] 
Another way to find a threshold function on a hypergraph with property 
(7"3) is described by the following. 
Corollm'y 2.7. I f  an r-hypergraph H = (V, E) has (7"3) then there exists an integer 
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valued function f on [ VI "-~ and integer t such that {x0,.. •, x~_l} e E if and only if 
f(x~, x2 , . . . ,  x,_d +f(Xo, x2, . . . ,  x,_d +- - -  +f(Xo, x~, . . . ,  Xr--2)> t. 
Proof. Let f~, f,, t' be as in the preceding theorem. Let f (x~, . . . ,  x~_l) = 
x~,~-11 f~(x~)/(r- X )+fe(x l , . . . ,  x,-1). If {x0, . . . ,  x ,_ l}eE then 
f~ (Xo) + f, (x l , . . . ,  x,_l) > t' 
f~ (x,_0 $ f, (x0,. . . ,  x,_2) > t'. 
(9) 
If we set t = r .  t' then the sum of these inequalities is just the inequality in the 
corollary. Conversely, if {Xo,. • . ,  x~-l} ~ E, then opposite inequalities in (9) hold, 
again the sum is the opposite inequality to that in the corollary. [] 
This property does not characterize Ta-hypergraphs, as is shown by the 
following. 
Example 2.8. There exists a 3-hypergraph H=(V,  E) which has not (T3) but 
there exists an integer valued function f on [V] 2 and an integer t such that 
{x, y, z} e E if and only if [{x, y, z}[ = 3 and f(x, y) + f(y, z) + [(x, z) > t. 
Proof. Let H= (V, E) where V={1,  2 , . . . ,  2n}, n ~>4 and {x, y, z}eE if and only 
if q~(x,y)+q~(y,z)+q~(x,z)>n, where ¢ (x ,y )=min{ Ix -y l ,  2n - lx -y l} .  By 
definition, H has the property in question with f(x, y )= q~(x, y). On the other 
hand H is homogeneous in the sense that for every x, y e V there exists an 
automorphism g on H with g(x) = y (a cyclic shift). Then all vertices v e V have 
the same degree. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.5 that the only 
Ta-hypergraphs with the last property are (V, I~) and (V, [V] 3) but O~E~ 
[VIL [] 
3. Remarks on aigorithnm 
The following consequence of Theorem 2.5 can be considered as an extension 
of one of the resdts  of [ 1 ] where an algodtb_m deciding in O(n 2) steps whether a 
graph is threshold is presented. 
Coro lh~ 3.L  There exists an algorithm of time complexity O(n') to decide 
whether an r-hypergraph H on n vertices has (T3). 
Proof. Suppose an r-hypergraph H = (V, E) on n vertices 1, 2 , . . . ,  n is given by 
means of an (r-dimensional) adjacency matrix (that is A [ i l , . . . , /~]= 1 if 
{ix,. . . , /~} is an edge and=O otherwise). 
Fred degrees d (1) , . . . ,  d(n) of vertices 1, 2 , . . . ,  n~th is  takes O(n') steps. 
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Then sort the vertices to obtain a permutation ¢r(1),.., ~r(n) of 1 , . . . ,  n with 
d(~r(1)) >I- • • >~ d(,x(n)). Notice that O(n log n) steps are necessary to provide the 
sorting. For each A ~[V] r-1 find the first i with {~r(i)}UAfkE (if any), then test 
whether d(cr(i-1))>d(Tr(i)) and {¢r( j)}UA¢E for all j> i .  H the response is 
negative for some A then H has not (T3); otherwise it has this property. The cost 
of the last procedure for a fixed A is O(n) and so the total cost is O(n).  O((r_~t)) = 
[] 
Remark 3.2. Notice that the above procedure can be used to find functions re, f~ 
and the threshold t describing the T3-hypergraph (indeed, f. can be easily 
constructed from the sorted sequence d(cr(1))~-- -  >~d(cr(n)) and then fe and t 
are found immediately; see the proof of (iii) ~ (i) of Theorem 2.5). 
Remark 3.3. The question whether an r-hypergraph with n vertices has property 
(T2) is a linear programming problem with (~) constraints and therefore, because 
of the well-known result of Khachiyan [5], this problem can be solved in 
polynomial time. Unfortunately, we do not know any nice algorithm for answer- 
ing this question. We also leave open the problem how difficult it is to decide 
whether a hypergraph as property (T1). 
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